
  STOP  
  BRITAIN’S  
  NAZI  
  PARTY

There’s a serious danger that the  
fascist BNP will grab Euro MP seats at  
the election on Thursday. But every vote 
against the BNP can help stop them here.   
Use your vote this Thursday 4 June

!
n	Terrorist connections
  Ten years ago former BNP security steward David Copeland 

planted a string of nail bombs across London, targeting 
black, Asian and gay people. The third bomb in Soho killed 
three people. Copeland said his aim was “political” and 
that he wanted to start a “racial war” that would make 
people vote BNP. Don’t help grant his wish.

n	Nazis
  Every single leading figure in the BNP is a hardline Hitler 

admirer. The BNP are not “patriots” or “nationalists” – they  
are Nazis. Look at the picture on the right. In the top left 
is John Tyndall, the man who founded the BNP. These 
people are fascists and should be driven out of our society. 

n		Vote to  
stop the BNP

  in the Euro elections on Thursday 4 June

✘
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FOUR REASONS why 
you should help stop the 
Nazi BNP on Thursday
n	Racism
   The BNP is a racist organisation that is dedicated to kicking every single black and Asian 

person out of this country. The BNP thinks all black and Asian people are “racial foreigners” 
that should be “repatriated”. And it is prepared to use the worst sort of intimidation and 
thuggery to gets its way.

n	Violence
   Whenever the BNP gets its claws into a community, race hatred and racist attacks start 

rising. They are lying when they say they want to help “British workers”. All the BNP cares 
about is creating an atmosphere of fear and violence on our streets. We need black and 
white unity to fight for the jobs and services we need.
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